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ABSTRACT

. -.
Although Canada is populated by i~~igrants and

their descendants, little beyond demographic characteris-

tics is known about those
-'

most often been. viewed as

who· settle here. Higration has
r

solely economically motivated,

a conclusion that is based to a large extent on analyse~

of aggregate data. Few researchers have obtained informa-

tion from individuals and psychological factors which may

be implicated in·migration have been almost complete~y

ignored.

The research reported in this thesis focused on

applicants for immigrant visas at the Canadian High

\Commission in India and a matched sample of Indian non-

emigrants. A multivariate analysis allowed for the simul-

taneous examination of a number of psychological and

situational factors. Several differences between these

groups.were identified, the most important of which were

that the potential emigrants were less satisfied with their

occupation, were relatively high sensation··seekers, were

more interested in world events and had a more internal

locus of control. The reasons potential emigrants gave

iii



for wanting to leave India, for choosing Canada as their

destination and t~ gains they expected through migration

were all related to these differences.

An additional component of the study was an investi,
gat ion of Indians who

It -was found that the

had previously immigrated to Canada.

-. """" ,
demographic characteristlcs of these...'

migrants and their perceptions of migration have- generally

remained stable over three decades. There was some sugges

tion that personality traits had changed a~ong these

....'-
immigrants but the etiology of these changes requires

•

confir!1]ation •
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CHAPTfR I

INTRODUCTION

"Migration is not universal: we are all born
and we all die, but only'some of us migrate."
(Petersen, 1975, p. 279)

Migration has existed as long as mankind. Earliest

man was probably constantly migrant in his continuing search

for food. The first major movements of people are thought

to have occurred in late Paleolithic times when people drifted

northward from the tropics to follow the retreating fringe

of the ice cap and its attendant animal herds and when others

spread across Asia and then crossed the Bering land bridge

into the Americas (Severin, 1973). When men turned from

hunting and gathering to agriculture, migration ~eclined

(McNeill, 1978). As societies developed and permanent settle-

ments were established, people tended to stay'within one

community, usually the place where they were born, and became

interdependent with others for their livelihood.

Today most migration is within the boundaries of a

single country. People move from rural areas to towns and

cities and from one urban area to another. However, there

1
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are many who are willing to leave the land of their birth

to settle in another country. Indeed, North America is

populated by people such as these and their descendents.

Canadian Immigration Since Confederationl

From Confederaton to the mid 1870's Canada's immigration

policy was essentially one of laissez-faire. Canada had

vast amounts of land to be settled and farmed and other

countries had surpluses of agricultural workers. It was

assumed that the forces of supply and demand would eventually

produce a state of equilibrium with a minimum of governmental

interference. The earliest legislation (1869) regarding

immigration generally supported the laissez-faire policy,

the only significant exception being a head tax imposed

to cover indigent immigrants' expenses and prevent them

from becoming public charges. However, there was no mention

of what classes of people should be admitted nor was there

any provision for exclusions.

In the 1870's the first exclud~ble categories of immi-.

grants were written into the law. Criminals and other "vicious

classes" as well as paupers and destitute immigrants were

prohibited from entering. In 1885 in response to the concerns

of the province of British Columbia, the federal government

1. Unless otherwise indicated, the source of the
information presented in this section is Manpower and
Immigration, 1974b.
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attempted to restrict Chinese immigration by imposing a

large head tax ($50.00) on Chinese immigrants.

, By the mid 1890's the government became convinced of

the need for massive agricultural immigration to increase

~~al prosperity. Vigorous promotiooal efforts for increased

;c'mmi, ration were mounted in Britaln, the United States,

rance and northern and western Europe. When it became .-
I apparent that too few immigrants could be obt,ained" from

these countries, new sources were sought in eastern and

southern Europe. In order to avoid increasing the urban

population, farmers, farm workers and domestic servants

were encouraged and all others discouraged to come to Canada.

,By 1906 it was obvious that the previous free-entry

policy of immigration could no longer be maintained. Hence,

amendments were made to the act which, among other things,

allowed for the creation of regulations to implement a selective

immigration policy. One of the first such regulations was

the requirement that immigrants have "landing money" ($25.00-

$50.00) unless they were in the preferred occupations of

agricultural workers and domestic servants.
•

Although Chinese immigration had been largely restrained

by the head-tax (which had been substantially increased

to $500.00), man~ other immigrants were arriving from Japan

and India. The federal government attempted to control

this Asiatic immigration by excluding those who did not

come to Canada by a direct continuous journey from their

..












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































